BCIB Trade Profiles
British Columbia Infrastructure Benefits Inc. (BCIB) is a Crown Corporation employing skilled trades
people on major infrastructure projects throughout the province. We employ the labour force on
projects that fall under the Province’s Community Benefits Agreement (CBA). When you join our
database of skilled tradespeople, you gain access to a network of projects.
Through the CBA, we open doors for underrepresented workers, maximize apprenticeship
opportunities, and work to create respectful and welcoming worksites. Our goal is to help you progress
in your career with consistent work closer to home.
Rod Person
Rod Persons are required on the Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project all through the year 2022.
Job Profile Overview:
As a Rod Person you will be responsible for holding the Prism Pole to help the Surveyor determine
elevation at different points along the Site.
Working Conditions:
 Extended shift hours in changing weather conditions
 Noisy and dusty environments on dynamic terrains
 Busy job environment with multiple trades working together
 Personal Protective Equipment will be required (e.g., steel-toed safety boots, safety
glasses/goggles, etc.)
 Construction jobs may require workers to be in good physical condition with an ability to work
long hours.
Experience, qualifications, and certifications that are considered an asset:
 Must have a minimum of 2 years of experience in the field of construction surveying.
 Must be able to assist the Surveyor on a Survey Crew with field data collection and set up
appropriate survey instrument (to perform the requested job).
 Must be able to run level rod to obtain elevations, hold prism pole for horizontal positions.
 Must be able to prepare and maintain sketches, maps, reports of surveys and be able to
calculate heights, depths, relative positions, property lines, and other characteristics of terrain.
 Responsible for maintaining surveying equipment and survey vehicle inventory, preparing clear
and accurate field notes and calculations.
 Responsible for adjusting surveying instruments in order to maintain their accuracy, maintaining
records, prepare reports and other functions as required.
 Provide construction layout data as requested, including control lines and elevations that are
required for accurate measurement and correct installation of materials by crafts.
 Knowledge of or ability to learn the principles and practices of drafting and surveying.
 Ability to apply knowledge of land surveying to land surveying activities and techniques.
 Be able to load and unload equipment from truck and carry equipment.
 Previous experience in Carpentry is an asset.







Experience working in heavy civil construction or road building considered an asset.
A Class 5 Driver’s License with clean Driver's Abstract.
Must have good communication, interpersonal skills.
Have an understanding and the ability to follow safe work procedures.
Site Ready BC including WHMIS (details will be provided by BCIB upon employment).

Create a Profile with BCIB
To apply for work opportunities with BCIB, start by creating an online profile. Once you apply and are
accepted into our database, we’ll contact you when an appropriate position becomes available. When
you join BCIB, you’re joining a community of skilled British Columbians who work on some of the most
interesting projects in the province.
Go to www.bcib.ca and click “Apply Now.” If you’ve already created a profile, hit “Already applied?” If
you have any trouble accessing your profile, please email workforce@bcib.ca so we can help.
Skills Development
BCIB works with various support organizations to bridge skill gaps among workers with different levels
of experience. If there are skilled trades training opportunities which match your profile, we will contact
you.
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